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Scar Detox Program - Definitions 
 

 

Terms and definitions are not in alphabetical order, but in the order that is important for 

the definition to understand the terms to follow. 

 

1. Abbreviations – are provided on the Skin Target Schedule and Skin Target 

Schedule – How To Interpret documents.   

   

2. Castor Oil and Castor Oil Immune Packs – When the CO or COI column is 

checked on the Skin Target Schedule, this means to apply either the Castor Oil (CO) or 

Castor Oil Immune (COI) Pack over the Detox Organs and any other area indicated, 

after using the Mineral Packs on them.  Detox Organs are the Liver, Kidneys and 

Intestines.  If you did not receive a document for Castor Oil instructions, then this part 

of the program does not apply to you. 

 

3. Mineral Mud or Mineral Mud Pack– this represents the mineral paste that results 

from mixing the specific products to be used on the scars, tattoos, vaccination 

puncture sites and detox organs. When reading this document, “Medi-Body Pack – 

Bath – Soak Instructions,” mineral mud refers to the products discussed in this 

document; when reading the Vaccination Detoxification Procedures, mineral mud 

represents the products discussed in that document. 

 

4. Mineral Pack or Packing – this represents “mineral mud” also, but is used when 

the mineral mud is referred to “generally.”  In other words, mineral pack(s) or packing 

may refer to the mineral mud of the Medi-Body Pack products, Vaccination 

Detoxification products or the Castor Oil products.   

 

5. Downloads, Downloading, Uploading – A brief definition of these terms are 

provided below.  However, a more thorough understanding and other educational 

information important to know about these terms are provided in the Vaccination 

Detoxification Procedures. 

 

a. Downloads - The downloads are the hands and feet.   Toxic substance 

that the body is unable to remove will in time settle in some tissue of an 

organ or gland.  However, while these toxins are still loose and circulating, 

gravity and movement of the arms and legs will also cause toxins to continue 

moving downward until they settle in the hands and feet, instead. 

   

b. Downloading - The term “downloading” refers to the “process” of the 

toxins from their point of entry (such as any of the body openings) or their 

origin within the body (such as decayed cells, germs, metabolic by-products, 

etc.) as they are moving  or “downloading” towards the hands and feet 

(downloads). 

 

c. Uploading – The term “uploading” refers to what happens when the 

downloads (hands and feet) become so full of toxins that they have no room 
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for more, thus when toxins reach the hands and feet they settle instead in 

the wrists and ankle areas, then upload from there as they lock into tissue in 

reverse order.  For example, from toes to foot to ankle to lower part of the 

lower leg to the upper part of the lower leg, and so on. .   

 

d. In time, not only does a person have swelling, pain, and deterioration of the 

muscles, joints, bones and tissues in the hands and feet, but this also begins 

to occur in the wrists/ankles, moving upward in the body.  

 

e. Examples of the above is when it is difficult to open a tight lid on a jar that 

you use to be able to open with sufficient effort, Carpal Tunnel, Bunions, etc., 

just to name a few.  Carpal Tunnel is caused by both toxicity and 

deficiencies.  

 

6. Scars (Injury or Surgical), Tattoos and GV-20 (Crown of Head) – To dissolve 

these scars, following instructions in this document titled, Medi-Body Pack – Bath – 

Soak Instructions.   Which area and when to apply is provided on the Skin Target 

Schedule.   

 

7. Vaccination Puncture Sites (VAC) – When the Skin Target Schedule indicates 

Vaccinations (Vac) for Arms (Deltoid Muscle) and Buttock, follow the Vaccination 

Detoxification Procedures. Toxins in vaccines lead to some major downloading, so 

you will be mineral packing more than just the puncture site where the vaccine was 

administrated. 

 

8. GV-20 (Crown of Head) – Though GV-20 is not a scar, it is an area that will be 

mineral packs at the same time as a scar, tattoo, vaccination site or detox organ to 

re-establish its polarity and connection between the brain and the area that has 

suffered due to the obstruction of the scar, tattoo, etc.   
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